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Implications of interrupted eye-head gaze shifts
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Abstract

The neural circuit responsible for saccadic eye movements is generally thought to resemble a closed loop controller. Several models of the
saccadic system assume that the feedback signal of such a controller is an efference copy of “eye displacement”, a neural estimate of the distance
already travelled by the eyes, provided by the so-called “resettable integrator” (RI). The speed, with which the RI is reset, is thought to be fast
or instantaneous by some authors and gradual by others. To examine this issue, psychophysicists have taken advantage of the target-distractor
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aradigm. Subjects engaged in it, are asked to look to only one of two stimuli (the “target”) and not to a distractor presented in the diametrically
pposite location and they often generate movement sequences in which a gaze shift towards the “distractor” is followed by a second gaze shift to
he “target”. The fact that the second movement is not systematically erroneous even when very short time intervals (about 5 ms) separate it from
he first movement has been used to question the verisimilitude of gradual RI reset. To explore this matter we used a saccade-generating network
hat relies on a RI coupled to a head controller and a model of the rotational vestibulo-ocular reflex. An analysis of the activation functions of model
nits provides disproof by counterexample: “targets” can be accurately acquired even when the RI of the saccadic burst generator is not reset at all
fter the end of the first, interrupted eye-head gaze shift to the distractor and prior to the second, complete eye-head gaze shift to the “target”.

2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Rapid shifts of the line of sight (gaze shifts) are often accom-
lished with rapid displacements of the eyes (saccades) with
espect to the head accompanied by movements of the head with
espect to the body. The execution of rapid gaze shifts is due,
t least in part, to the activation of a layered midbrain nucleus,
he superior colliculus (SC). Electrical stimulation of its deeper
ayers produces combinations of eye and head movements in
he cat [11,36] and the monkey [5,9]. Also, the discharge of pri-
ate SC movement cells encodes the amplitude of gaze shifts

ather than their eye or head components at least in the caudal
C [7]. Desired gaze shift commands are presumably decom-
osed downstream of the SC into separate commands to eye and
ead movers. While information about the response properties
nd connections of neurons that intervene between the SC and
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neck motoneurons is at present rather sketchy, there is consider-
able information about the neurons intervening between the SC
and the extraocular motoneurons [32]. Of particular importance
for the purposes of the present report are the burst generators
of the saccadic system. These neural circuits are responsible for
generating the transient discharges of extraocular motoneurons
(MNs) that accompany saccades [14] and are made of several
classes of neurons. Their output is conveyed to MNs by cells that
display a brief burst of discharge before saccades of particular
directions, the medium lead burst neurons (MLBNs, [45,30]).
Other neurons also emit bursts of discharge before saccades of
particular directions but their latency is longer (long-lead burst
neurons—LLBNs, [23]) and still others pause during saccades
of all directions (OPNs, [19]). In general, the parameters of dis-
charge of the neurons that comprise the burst generators bear a
close relationship to the metrical and often the dynamical char-
acteristics of the saccades they accompany [16].

Following the neurophysiological and psychophysical
demonstration that saccades can be modified in mid-flight
[49,20], burst generators have been generally thought to resem-
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the flow of information in Robinson’s (A) and
the MSH (B) model of the burst generator. Solid and open arrowheads indi-
cate excitatory and inhibitory connections, respectively. Abbreviations: �E, eye
displacement; �E′, desired eye displacement; E, eye position; E′, desired eye
position; LLBN, long-lead burst neuron; MLBN, medium lead burst neuron; Me,
motor error; MN, motoneuron; NI, neural integrator; RI, resettable integrator.

ble closed loop controllers. The feedback loop of such a con-
troller automatically adjusts the intensity and the duration of
MLBN bursts to fit the size of the saccades they accompany
thus obviating the need to preprogram them. This requirement is
rather permissive in that there are several ways to connect known
saccade related cells into a closed loop saccadic burst generator
[25]. For example, the early model of Robinson [39] illustrated
in Fig. 1A assumes that MLBNs compare an internal feedback
signal of eye position (E; supplied by the neural integrator, a neu-
ral network that integrates the bursts of MLBs to generate the
sustained, eye position related discharges encountered in MNs
during intersaccadic intervals) to a command signal of desired
eye position (E′; equal to target position in space presumably
originating in higher order structures). The instantaneous differ-
ence between E′ and E can be thought of as a motor error (Me)
signal which drives MLBNs until E matches E′, the bursts stop
and the eyes are on target.

To obviate the need for eye position feedback, later models
assumed that it is a signal proportional to eye displacement (�E)
that is fed back to the comparator to automatically adjust the
intensity and duration of MLB bursts [18]. This created the need
for a displacement integrator that would estimate the instanta-
neous displacement of the eyes and would be automatically reset
at the end of each saccade. To address these issues, Moschovakis
[25] proposed a model (MSH) that uses a copy of the output of
its comparator (the LLBNs) to feed a resettable integrator (RI)
t
o
r

presumably sent to LLBNs by higher order structures, LLBNs
and MLBNs stop discharging and the eyes land on target.

The speed with which the RI is reset to zero has been the
subject of some debate. For example, the first computer model
of a burst generator to employ a resettable integrator assumed
that the RI resets because of the inhibitory projections it receives
from OPNs [25]. Because OPNs quickly reach presaccadic
levels of discharge when they resume firing, this model’s RI was
reset almost instantaneously. The consequences of employing
a gradually resetting RI have also been explored after assuming
that the RI is a “leaky” integrator [25]. Besides making the acti-
vation function of RI units resemble more closely the discharge
pattern of the neurons that could play this role [31], use of a leaky
RI would render the “active” OPN-based resetting mechanism
redundant, in particular if the time constant (T) of the RI is short
enough. In the absence of a fast resetting mechanism, one would
expect saccade size to be influenced by preceding saccades in
particular for intersaccadic intervals that are insufficiently long
(<3T) to allow for complete decay of the RI signal. Because such
closely spaced gaze shifts do not constitute a sizable fraction of
the normal gaze shifts of humans and other animals, the target-
distractor paradigm has been used to elicit them more frequently
and address the issue of instantaneous versus gradual RI reset
[4]. In this paradigm subjects are instructed to look to only one
of two stimuli (the “target”) and not to a distractor presented in
the diametrically opposite location. While attempting to comply
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hat then projects back to LLBNs (Fig. 1B). When the estimate
f distance travelled (the instantaneous value of the signal car-
ier by the RI) equals the desired eye displacement signal (�E′)
ith the instruction, subjects sometimes generate a movement
equence in which the first gaze shift is in the direction of the
distractor” followed by a second gaze shift to the “target”.
n such cases, the second movement is not systematically
rroneous even when very short time intervals (as short as 5 ms)
eparate it from the first movement [4]. On the basis of these
esults, the validity and existence of a gradually resetting dis-
lacement integrator in the gaze shifting system was questioned
4]. Here, we disprove this claim by using an extension of the

SH model to simulate closely spaced eye-head gaze shifts
uch as those generated in the target-distractor experiments. We
emonstrate that “targets” can be accurately acquired in simu-
ations of target-distractor experiments even if RI units are not
eset at all until after the second gaze shift (to the target) reaches
ompletion.

. Methods

Fig. 2, is a block diagram of the ipsiversive half of the one-dimensional,
wo-directional neural network we simulated. Its top part is an expanded ver-
ion of the MSH model whose units and the connections they establish have been
escribed in detail before [25]. Briefly, the front stage of the MSH burst generator
s the long-lead burst (LLBN) unit that receives a desired eye displacement com-

and from the superior colliculus (SC). LLBNs integrate (positive feedback)
he difference between the inputs they receive from the SC and the feedback they
eceive from the resettable integrator (RI) and contact both the MLBN units and
he RI. The short loop through RI units bi-directionally connected with LLBNs
s the characteristic feature of the MSH model and is consistent with the axonal
erminations of putative upward RI units [31] and the location of upward LLBNs
2,34]. Consistent with their axonal terminations in the monkey [45,46,33,31],
he excitatory (EBNs) and inhibitory (IBNs) MLBN units are shown to project
o ipsilateral and contralateral motoneurons (MNs), respectively, both directly
nd through a neural integrator (NI). Similar evidence [45,15,32] supports the
xistence of EBN projections to OPNs through sign inverting local circuit neu-
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Fig. 2. Block diagrammatic illustration of the model we simulated. Abbreviations: EBN, excitatory burst neuron; IBN, inhibitory burst neuron; OPN, omni-pause
neurons; SC, superior colliculus; SCC, semicircular canal; VN, vestibular nuclei. Other abbreviations and symbols as in Fig. 1.

rons (the “latch” unit of Fig. 2). Also in agreement with known anatomy [3,22],
OPNs are shown to inhibit the MLBNs and the RI.

To obtain two-directional gaze shifts, we replicated this circuit to obtain con-
traversive saccades and connected the two sides of the brain via axons of IBNs
and OPNs (contacting the targets indicated in Fig. 2). We also added a head con-
troller and supplied it with a replica of the commands sent to the burst generator.
Given the dearth of information regarding the discharge pattern and connections
of relevant neurons the head controller is the most speculative portion of our
model. Nevertheless, our assumptions regarding this part of the gaze shifting
circuit are rather minimal. Firstly, we assumed that it is a differentiator that
transforms the input it receives into a biphasic signal, the two phases of which
correspond to the “action” and “braking” pulses encountered in electromyogra-
phy records from neck muscles [13]. After separate amplification they were sent
to motoneurons innervating muscles with a pulling direction similar (agonists)
or opposite (antagonists) to that of the movement, respectively. In this manner,
the SC signal was converted into the torque signals needed to accelerate (through
agonist motoneurons) and decelerate (through antagonist motoneurons) the head
plant, a second order system such as previously used to model movements of the
head [6]. Our model also includes a vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) to generate
eye movements equal in amplitude and opposite in direction to those of the head
and thus stabilize the visual world on the retina during head movements. To
this end, we lumped the semicircular canals and the primary vestibular afferents
into a single unit that differentiates the head position signal and projects to the
vestibular nuclei (VN). We also lumped type I and II units (these are neurons
which increase their discharge with ipsiversive and contraversive head rotation,
respectively) into the VN unit of our model. Consistent with presently available
evidence (reviewed in [46]) type II units receive input from the BG and inhibit
type I units. In turn, type I units receive input from the semicircular canals and
send excitatory projections to the contralateral, and inhibitory projections to the
ipsilateral, extraocular MNs. Because their activity is gated by the output of the
burst generators these units pause during saccades. Since we made no effort
t
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vestibular-pause (VP) neurons [48]. They carry a head velocity signal except
during saccades, and thus the gain of the VOR of our eye-head model is 0 during
saccades and 1 at all other times.

Numerical experiments were carried out using Simulink version 6.0 (The
MathWorks Inc.) on a Pentium IV personal computer with a clock frequency of
2.8 GHz. All numerical experiments simulations were left to run for 1 s with a
time step of 0.12 ms. Nevertheless, other time steps were tried (1.0–0.1 ms) and
produced identical results. The oculomotor plant we used is a single pole model
of the eye and orbital tissues with a time constant of 160 ms [40]. The time
constant of the integrators was assumed to be infinite (perfect integrators). With
the exception of these and the oculomotor plant, the impulse response of all units
was a Dirac δ function. In addition, their input–output characteristic was non-
linear. A threshold equal to zero ensured that negative firing frequencies were cut-
off. Except for the LLBNs and saturating units, the input–output characteristic
of the units we simulated was linear. Consistent with known physiology, LLBN
and EBN units were set to saturate at frequencies <1100 Hz [32] and the primary
vestibular afferents at 300 Hz [38].

3. Results

Fig. 3 provides examples of the time course of leftward
and rightward gaze shifts generated by our model. The left
column (Fig. 3A), illustrates an 80◦ leftward gaze shift (top)
composed of a 60◦ saccade (middle) and a 20◦ head movement
(bottom; measured at the end of the gaze shift) following
activation of the right SC. After the end of the rapid eye
movement, gaze is stabilized onto the stationary target (Fig. 3A,
top) despite the fact that the head continues to move. Gaze
s
r
a

o have them interact with the NI, the secondary vestibular units of our model
arry no eye position information and thus, strictly speaking, cannot be thought
f as the position-vestibular-pause (PVP) neurons [24]. Instead, they resemble
tabilization is due to the engagement of the vestibulo-ocular
eflex (VOR); because its gain was assumed equal to 1 before
nd after saccades, it generated eye movements of the same
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Fig. 3. Simulated eye-head gaze shifts to the left (A) and to the right (B). Panels
from top to bottom illustrate instantaneous gaze, eye and head position, respec-
tively.

velocity and opposite in direction to the continuing head
movements.

Consistent with known neurophysiology, activation of SC
units progressively more distant from the rostral edge of the SC
led to progressively bigger gaze shifts [9]. We parametrized our
model in such a way that activation of neighboring SC units led
to the generation of gaze shifts that differed by about 7.5◦. Also
consistent with neurophysiology [44], we did not assume that
neurons preferring bigger gaze shifts display higher maximal
frequency or longer discharge duration. In fact, we made the
simplifying assumption that all SC units display the same bell-
shaped frequency profile (Fig. 2, SC) irrespective of the size of
the movement evoked when they are activated. We also assumed
that the gains k1 and k2 (Fig. 2) of the connections between SC
units and their targets increase or decrease together with the size
of the movements they prefer. For example, Fig. 3B illustrates
a 60◦ rightward gaze shift composed of a 50◦ eye displacement

and a 10◦ head displacement (again measured at the end of the
gaze shift) which was evoked after activating a unit with gains
k1 and k2 that were lower by 25% when compared to those of
the unit responsible for the movement shown in Fig. 3A. The
notion that the strength of connections between SC neurons and
their targets is proportional to the size of the movements that the
cells prefer has been used before to model the spatiotemporal
transformation (STT) of the output of the SC (where desired eye
displacement is place coded) into the rate code that is used by
LLBNs [42,25]. It is also consistent with known neuroanatomy
at least as concerns SC projections to the saccadic burst genera-
tor in the paramedian pontine reticular formation [29]. Here, we
assumed that such a mapping device also applies to SC projec-
tions to the head controller. The latter was endowed with rather
rudimentary processing power; in particular, it could not convert
input signals of higher frequency into output signals of longer
duration.

The movements illustrated in Fig. 3 are typical of the gaze
shifts generated by our model and will be used to illustrate how it
behaves during “interrupted” eye-head gaze shifts. Let us assume
that two targets appear simultaneously, the first one 80◦ to the left
and the second 20◦ to the right of straight-ahead. Had the first tar-
get appeared in isolation, activation of the right SC would evoke
a completed gaze shift such as that of Fig. 3A leading to accurate
target acquisition. However, the appearance of the second target
20◦ to the right of straight-ahead is presumably responsible for
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he interruption of the first gaze shift. To compensate for the
xcursion of the line of sight by 35◦ due to the first, interrupted
ovement, we assumed that the second command issuing from

he left SC with a delay equal to 20 ms would dictate a gaze shift
f 55◦ (20◦ + 35◦). This second command cancels the first one,
runcates the first leftward movement and generates a second
ightward gaze shift roughly similar that of Fig. 3B directing the
ine of sight to the second target (Fig. 4A). As argued in the Sec-
ion 4 (below), the point of our simulations is not to examine how
nd where commands issuing from the ipsilateral and contralat-
ral SC interact with each other such that the first command is
ancelled in mid-flight. Instead, it is to examine the signals car-
ied by the resettable integrators and whether they interfere with
he accuracy of gaze shifts in particular when these are closely
paced in time. As shown in Fig. 2, the RI units are assumed
o work as perfect integrators (with infinite time constants) and
o integrate the output of the long-lead burst neurons (to pro-
ide a neural estimate of actual eye displacement). Taking into
onsideration its transfer function and the inputs it receives, the
nstantaneous firing rate (f; in spikes/s) of the rightward RI unit
f our model, as a function of time, is described by the expres-
ion:

RIr (t) = +
〈

α

∫
fLLBr(t) dt − βfOPN(t)

〉
(1)

here fLLBr(t) is the activation function of the ipsilateral LLB
nit, fOPN (t) the activation function of the OPN unit, +〈 〉 indi-
ates that only non-negative values of the argument are passed at
he output of the unit and α, β are gains. Similarly, the instanta-
eous firing rate of the leftward RI unit of our model is described
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Fig. 4. Simulated leftward gaze shift that was interrupted in mid-flight and the
line of sight redirected to the right. The top three traces illustrate instantaneous
eye, head and gaze position, respectively. The bottom two traces illustrate the
signals carried by the left (solid) and right (stippled) RI units and the OPNs.

by the expression:

fRIl (t) = +
〈

α

∫
fLLBl (t) dt − βfOPN(t)

〉
(2)

LLBN units (fLLB) integrate the difference between the input
from the SC (fSC) and the output from the RI units (fRI), with
a time constant T1 of 50 ms. Omni-pause (OPN) units receive
bilateral input from EBNs and the SC via the ‘latch units’.
Because the gain of the latter is 1, the activation function of
OPNs (fOPN) can be simply expressed as

fOPN(t) = +〈BIAS − (fSCr (t) + fSCl (t) + fEBNr(t)

+ fEBNl(t))〉 (3)

where fSCr (t) is the activation function of the right SC (which
controls leftward gaze shifts) and fSCl (t) is the activation func-
tion of the left SC (which controls rightward gaze shifts). The
sum of the activation functions of the right (fEBNr) and left
(fEBNl) EBNs operates simply as a gate that determines the
duration of OPN pauses. The activity of EBNs also governs
the accuracy of ipsiversive saccade metrics and is dictated by
the activity of ipsilateral LLBNs that is in turn controlled by the
‘closed-loop’.

We further define tl and tr the onset times of a leftward and
a rightward gaze shift, respectively, and �tl (�tr) the dura-
tion of the leftward (rightward) eye saccades which accompany
them. The duration of those produced by our model is correlated
with their amplitude, �El and �Er, through amplitude–duration
relationships similar to that found in primates (not shown).
For tl < t < tl + �tl, fEBNl(t) > 0 (leftward gaze shift) and for
tr < t < tr + �tr, fEBNr (t) > 0 (rightward gaze shift), and since
the negative sum in Eq. (3) is greater than the bias, fOPN(t) = 0
and thus Eqs. (1) and (2) are dominated by the activation func-
tions of LLBNs. When t = tl + �tl, fEBNl (t) becomes zero and
the same is true of fEBNr(t) when t = tr + �tr. Because of the
descent of fSCl (t) and fSCr (t), which occurs in parallel, the acti-
vation of OPNs increases towards the bias (Eq. (3)). Because
of the large value of the gain β, Eqs. (1) and (2) are dominated
by the second term of their right hand side and the RI is reset
instantaneously.
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Neurally programmed gaze shifts are completed when there
s enough time for each of them to reach its respective tar-
et (i.e., for tr > tl + �tl, when, for example, a leftward gaze
hift is followed by a rightward one). In cases such as this,
he actual gaze shifts, �Gl and �Gr equal the desired gaze
hifts (�G′

1 and �G′
r). If as in the example illustrated in Fig. 4A,

he second, rightward gaze shift interrupts the earlier leftward
ne (i.e., for tr < tl + �tl), fSCr is truncated and brought to zero
nstantaneously (at tr). As a consequence, �Gl is smaller than
G′

l by an amount that depends on the value of |t1 + �t1 −tr|
this value is indicative of the proportion of the motor com-
and that passed through the neural network prior to its trun-

ation). The waveforms of both the RIl and the RIr units
located in opposite sides of the brain) are shown in Fig. 4D
dashed and solid lines, respectively) for a case such as this.
he right RI (RIr), which participates in the control of the
econd gaze shift (to the “target”), reaches a peak value that
orresponds to the excursion of the eyes that actually took
lace (from −35◦ to + 20◦; Fig. 4D, solid). Its contents are
leared (i.e., it is reset) at the end of the rightward (sec-
nd) saccade due to the inhibitory connection between the
PNs and the RI (Fig. 2) and the fact that OPNs resume
ring at the end of the second movement (to the “target”;
ig. 4E).

The activation function of the left RI (RIl) unit (Fig. 4D,
ashed), which participates in the generation of the interrupted
aze command to the “distractor”, is more interesting. It has been
laimed that in circumstances such as that illustrated in Fig. 4,
he gaze shift directed to the “target” should be systematically
ypometric unless the resettable integrator is instantaneously
eset [4]. Fig. 4 disproves this claim, in that it demonstrates that
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the RIl continues to discharge after the end of the movement
to the “distractor” and through the movement to the “target”
and yet the latter is accurate. The failure of the RIl unit of our
model to reset upon gaze redirection is due to the fact that the
OPNs remain silent (Fig. 4E). This is in turn due to the fact that
the second command exiting the SC (fSCl ) increases rapidly
obeying a bell-shaped curve. Rather than silence the ongoing
tonic discharge of OPNs, as is the case for the similarly shaped
fSCr , the rapid ascent of fSCl helps maintain the OPNs in a state
of inactivation (i.e., in this case Eq. (3) continues to be dominated
by the activation of “latch units”—the term in parentheses on the
right hand side of Eq. (3)). The RIl is reset together with the RIr
(in the opposite side of the brain), only after the movement to the
target is also complete [fRIl (tr + �tr) = fRIr (tr + �tr) = 0] and
the OPNs resume firing (Fig. 4E). The fact that RIl holds a value
proportional to the displacement feedback generated during the
first leftward gaze shift to the “distractor” does not interfere in
the least with the accuracy of the second rightward gaze shift to
the “target”.

4. Discussion

Our intention is not to present a model that accounts for all
facets of eye-head coordination but rather to provide disproof by
counter-example. The claim disproved is that because eye-head
gaze shifts to a “target” are accurate even when they follow
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The “target” oriented movements that we simulated were in
a direction opposite to that of the truncated “distractor” ori-
ented movements that preceded them. Accordingly, we assumed
that the two movements are executed in response to commands
successively emitted by the two colliculi located in opposite
sides of the brain. Further, we assumed that units carrying
the SC commands driving the eyes and the head towards the
target directly inhibit neurons of the opposite SC carrying com-
mands driving the eyes to the “distractor” thus truncating them.
This is consistent with the fact that the dynamics of the gaze,
eye and head movements during the first, erroneous move-
ment fit those of gaze shifts that had been programmed for
much bigger amplitudes but were truncated [4]. The trunca-
tion of distractor oriented movements could be implemented
through the well known commissural path that originates from
tectal long-lead burst neurons [28] and is consistent with the
fact that tectal cells which burst before saccades in one direc-
tion are inhibited during saccades in the opposite direction
[17,37].

Consistent with the discharge pattern of SC neurons [7] our
model assumes that each SC issues commands coding the met-
rics of gaze shifts contraversive to the activated SC. Although
not tested in circumstances identical to the herein simulated
ones (i.e., when the line of sight shifts towards a distractor
before its redirection to the “target”), this is true even when
the line of sight shifts in the interval between presentation of a
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mmediately after an interrupted gaze shift to a “distractor”
he validity and existence of a gradually resetting displacement
ntegrator in the gaze shifting system is questionable [4]. Our
imulations demonstrate that eye-head gaze shifts to a “target”
an overlap previous gaze shifts and remain accurate even if the
isplacement integrator is not reset at all. The reason is that the
isplacement feedback signals carried by the RI in one side of
he brain need not interfere in the least with the accuracy of

otor commands prepared by the burst generator located in the
pposite side.

Our model is an extension of the MSH model to control
ye-head gaze shifts. Accordingly, it inherits its plausibility as
egards numerous psychophysical, anatomical, neurophysiolog-
cal, lesion and microstimulation data [25]. Nevertheless, our

odel has considerable limitations. Firstly, its head controller is
fairly abstract one and its operation is limited to differentiation
nd scaling of the signals it receives from the SC. Nor does our
odel include cross talk from the head to the eye controllers

hat would enable it to account for the dependence of eye
elocity profiles on the size of accompanying head movements
8]. Finally, it does not include proprioceptive input that would
llow it to account for the accuracy of gaze shifts following
ead perturbation experiments [47]. More detailed elaboration
f this part of the model will have to wait the collection
f additional information about the discharge patterns and
rojections of the premotoneurons that contact neck MNs.
lthough it will be important to address these issues in future
odels of eye-head coordination, they do not affect the ability

f our model to simulate “target-distractor” experiments or
ur conclusions regarding the involvement of the RI in their
xecution.
arget and execution of a saccade towards it (e.g., “double-step”
timulation experiments [12]). The neural processes needed to
ccount for the accuracy of saccades in double-step stimulation
xperiments are thought to be complete by the time commands
xit the SC (reviewed in [43,26]) and are therefore beyond the
cope of the present model. Suffices to say that a model that
s consistent with subject performance and relies on signals
ndicative of eye displacement rather than eye position has
een proposed for the SC in the form of the “vector subtraction
ypothesis” [28,26]. Moreover, a biologically plausible neural
etwork model of the vector subtraction hypothesis that makes
se of machinery that is known to exist in the SC has been
roposed [1]. Its use as a sensorimotor interface in the present
odel would account, at least in part, for the generation of SC

ommands that would compensate for the excursion of the eyes
ue to the interrupted gaze shifts and drive the line of sight to the
arget.

Our model uses an MSH BG to control the ocular portion of
he simulated eye-head gaze shifts and thus assumes that a RI
enerates the displacement feedback signals its local loop needs
o function properly. It also assumes that each BG is endowed
ith a RI that estimates the instantaneous displacement of the

yes along the cardinal direction that the BG prefers. Taking
nto consideration the preferred directions of presaccadic neu-
ons it is possible to delineate at least four burst generators in
he primate brain [27]: (1) leftward, (2) rightward, (3) upward
nd (4) downward. The notion that the brain contains separate
esettable integrators for each one of these cardinal directions is
onsistent with presently available evidence. For example, the
nterstitial nucleus of Cajal is known to contain cells that could
mbody the downward RI in that they emit bursts of discharge
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shortly before the onset of downward saccades and their axonal
terminations target the rostral interstitial nucleus of the medial
longitudinal fasciculus, an area known to contain long-lead burst
neurons [33]. As expected of cells that could embody a unidi-
rectional RI (such as those simulated in the present study), the
number of spikes in the bursts of such cells is well correlated
to the amplitude of downward, and not upward, saccades [33].
Similarly, the number of spikes in the bursts of neurons that
have been found in the nucleus of posterior commissure and
could embody the upward RI is well correlated to the amplitude
of upward, and not downward, saccades [31]. The existence of
RI neurons that prefer a particular cardinal direction and help a
BG prepare commands associated with movements in the same
direction implies that the signals they carry need not interfere
with the commands prepared by another BG for movements in
the opposite direction.

Our simulations disprove the claim that the accuracy of
closely spaced eye-head gaze shifts in “target-distractor” exper-
iments questions the validity and existence of a gradually reset-
ting displacement integrator in the gaze shifting system [4].
These authors also argued that their results are not “consistent
with an alternative proposal of an instantaneous reset of the
displacement integrator linked to the end of a saccade” given
that the hypometric movements to the distractor “are essentially
truncated and hence never reached completion” [4]. The accu-
racy of the target directed movements we simulated disproves
t
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